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Nowadays, much research attention is focused on human–computer interaction (HCI), specifically in terms of biosignal, which
has been recently used for the remote controlling to offer benefits especially for disabled people or protecting against contagions,
such as coronavirus. In this paper, a biosignal type, namely, facial emotional signal, is proposed to control electronic devices
remotely via emotional vision recognition. 'e objective is converting only two facial emotions: a smiling or nonsmiling vision
signal captured by the camera into a remote control signal. 'e methodology is achieved by combining machine learning (for
smiling recognition) and embedded systems (for remote control IoT) fields. In terms of the smiling recognition, GENKl-4K
database is exploited to train a model, which is built in the following sequenced steps: real-time video, snapshot image, pre-
processing, face detection, feature extraction usingHOG, and then finally SVM for the classification.'e achieved recognition rate
is up to 89% for the training and testing with 10-fold validation of SVM. In terms of IoT, the Arduino andMCU (Tx and Rx) nodes
are exploited for transferring the resulting biosignal remotely as a server and client via the HTTP protocol. Promising ex-
perimental results are achieved by conducting experiments on 40 individuals who participated in controlling their emotional
biosignals on several devices such as closing and opening a door and also turning the alarm on or off through Wi-Fi. 'e system
implementing this research is developed in Matlab. It connects a webcam to Arduino and a MCU node as an embedded system.

1. Introduction

To simplify lifestyles, scientific researches regarding con-
trolling the electronic devices remotely by biosignals are of
interest to researchers of the following fields: human-
computer interaction (HCI), machine learning (ML), and
embedded systems (ES) subjects. Device control operation
can be divided into two types: touched (contacted) and
untouched (contactless) controls [1]. Each one has its ad-
vantages and disadvantages. For the contactless control that
can be performed such as using hand gesture [2] and pose,
head, or face gesture, where video stream is recorded by the
camera, then, several processing operations will be handled
to extract the useful signal to be sent remotely for taking
effects [2], which is also named vision-based control [1].'is

type of control is useful as no possibility of infection risk
might be transferred to healthy people, especially for the
general devices and tools having keypad or push button,
where are existing in public areas such as bus or train
stations. Nowadays, especially, protection is highly needed
against some types of contagion, for instance, coronavirus
[3], which is distributing uncontrollably. However, this
method of remote control requires several complex devices
and programming skills to be installed. One of the con-
tactless controls is facial emotions; there are six essential
classes of emotions [4], which are as follows: disgust, anger,
happiness, fear, surprise, and sadness. However, in the
current research, only two classes of emotions will be
exploited to be considered as biosignals, which are happiness
(smiling) and sadness (nonsmiling). 'ese two classes of
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emotions are deemed the scope of this research. It is worth
mentioning that emotion is accompanied by the psycho-
logical and physiological states of cognition and con-
sciousness that play an important role in human
communication and have several applications in the Internet
of 'ings, IoT [5, 6]. With the proliferation of IoT [7], the
biosignal can also be transferred via wireless access points to
a remote distance for applications, such as the healthcare
sector, for instance, patient monitoring technologies, es-
pecially for patients that are treated in-home and also for
disabled people [8, 9].

'e main objective of this paper is how to transfer
human facial emotional vision captured by the camera to the
Wifi signal as an IoTapplication. In other words, we propose
a new biosignal (smiling and nonsmiling) used to control
electronic devices because machines might no longer be
limited to explicit commands and can interact with people in
a way more similar to how people interact with each other.
At the same time, computers could be able to automatically
detect symptoms of depression, anxiety, and sadness,
allowing an early response to such conditions [10]. For
example, when the biosignal is sad, an alarm device is turned
on; otherwise, the alarm system is turned off. Another ap-
plication is switching on and off motor devices used to open
and close a door or any required tool. However, remote
controlling devices at a satisfactory level is still a challenging
task to be performed. To run the objective, a proposed
system is constituting to combine machine learning trained
from big data with IoT systems. 'e machine learning part
will be trained to recognize the smiling faces as a sample of
the facial emotional recognition system. Moreover, the
output will be fed to the IoT system, whereas the proposed
biosignal, which will be used to control the remote em-
bedded device, is considered the contribution knowledge of
current research.

'is research paper has six sections organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the literature review related to the recent
similar works. In Section 3, the research methodology design
is explained. 'en, the experiment and testing are described
in Section 4. In Section 5, the result and discussion are
reported. Finally, in Section 6, the conclusion is presented
followed by the list of references.

2. Literature Review

Recent works related to contactless or remote control are
critically reviewed in this section. Electronic devices that
might be controlled remotely can be classified in different
sectors, such as healthcare, home appliances, devices in
public transportation, and industrial devices. 'e procedure
is happening when the camera captures the image of video
streams and then the proposed system analyzes the images
and then gives commands either to connected devices or
remote devices. Here, the remote device might be using
wireless technology through a Bluetooth module, infrared
LED, and radiofrequency signal. For instance, controlling
electronic devices remotely by voice and brain waves is
explained in [11], and this work has also combined machine
learning by usingHMMwith the embedded system using the

Arduino board. 'ese signals are captured using a headset,
so that, after various processing, biosignal will be converted
to actions.

Bissoli Alexandre et al. [12] proposed an IoT smarthome
controlling system based on eye-gaze tracking to help people
with disabilities. 'e system depends on the Eye Tribe
software application to realize where the user is gazing, and
depending on that, a controlling signal is generated as
messages and sent asynchronously to the clients (devices)
using the transmission control protocol (TCP). Zedan
Mohammad JM et al. [13] proposed a human–computer
interface (HCI) system based on the hand gesture of a smart
glove which is connected to the IoTplatform.'emovement
of finger and palm is captured depending on the output of a
flex and accelerometer sensors that are included in the smart
glove. 'e control actions were translated from the hand
movement in three axes to control up to three devices using
wireless communication through a web server.

A similar approach has been implemented by Espinosa-
Aranda et al. in [14]. A convolutional neural network
(CNN), which is a deep learning technology, is used for a
real-life facial emotions application based on of the Eyes of
'ings (EoT) device, which is a computer vision platform for
analyzing images locally and take control of the surrounding
environment accordingly. 'e achieved emotional recog-
nition model is trained to categorize the six elementary
emotions in addition to the neutral face; furthermore, the
Cohn-Kanade extended database (CK +) is used for the
purpose of the validations.

Another work for patient monitoring as health smart
homes (HSH) is presented in [15, 16] by using camera and
image processing on IoT, in which the patient images are
used for the detection to assist patients and elderly people
within an in-home healthcare context. Another controlling
work, which is about automatic device control using
emotional recognition, is implemented based on human
expressions as follows: sad, neutral, smiling, and surprised.
'e intended system recognizes these expressions using the
regions of the eye and the mouth and the analyzed infor-
mation is used to recognize various facial expressions. 'e
types of control are as follows: lighting, heating, ventilation,
air-conditioning, and so on. 'en, the output information
obtained is fed to a microcontroller that helps in controlling
various electronic devices as in [17]. Moreover, numerous
electrical devices are controlled in smart homes using
radiofrequency (RF) and Wi-Fi. 'e Arduino Ethernet
ShieldWi-Fi module is used to transmit control signals from
a central processor to the electrical devices in the smart
house in [18]. In addition, remote control devices are done
based on a wearable device that can be used to control the
computer from a distance by hand gestures, which use the
technique of sweep frequency capacitive sensing (SFCS) [19].
Another idea for remote control is using a kind of bio-
potentials, namely, surface electromyography (sEMG) [20],
which is the electrical potential generated by muscle cells
and captured by surface electrodes. Accordingly, in [21], a
multivariate Gaussian classifier is exploited to train some
(sEMG) signals obtained from one person. 'ese signals
represent the facial expressions: neutral, smiling, frowning,
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and wrinkled nose, in which wireless signals are used to
control the remote devices by biopotentials. It is worth
saying that this type of emotional recognition is expensive
compared with the facial image processing method so we
focused on it in this current research. However, the supe-
riority of the facial sEMG lies in it being unconstrainted by
the lighting conditions and head pose and its potential for
being used in wearable or portable devices [21].

3. Methodology

'e proposed idea can be described by dividing it into three
main phases as depicted in Figure 1. 'e first phase is
dedicated to the training operation, the second phase is for
the testing, or in other words, predicting in real time, and the
third phase is dedicated to transmitting and receiving the
resulting signal using WAN to be an application of the
Internet of 'ing (IoT).

3.1. Phase One. 'emethodology starts by training the model
of smiling and nonsmiling using the GENKl-4 database, which
is well-explained [22]. 'e general block diagram is shown in
Figure 1, as it is clear that the first step is reading the images,
which are used for the training.'e used images are applied to
some preprocessing operations, such as scaling to a suitable size
[50× 50] and then image enhancement in terms of image
contrast to achieve better accuracy by the equalization oper-
ation. After that, an algorithm of the face detection named
Viola–Jones [23] is exploited in this research to crop only the
face. After that, a feature extraction named histogram orien-
tation gradient (HOG) was applied, which was introduced by
Dalal and Triggs at the CVPR conference in 2005 as explained
in [24, 25].

After implementing the HOG, each sample will have a
number of features (F) that are arranged in a vector. 'e
basic implementation of the HOG descriptor is as follows:
divide the image into small connected regions named cells,
and for each cell, compute a histogram of gradient directions
or edge orientations for the pixels within the cell. To
compute the gradient and direction of each pixel, consider
an image A and gradient estimation filters hx� [−1, 0, 1], and
hy� [−1, 0, 1]T. Let gx and gy represent the gradient images
generated by gx�A ∗ hx and gy�A ∗ hy, where ∗ represents
the convolution symbol. 'e magnitude of the gradient at
each pixel can be calculated as in

G(i, j) � SQRT gx(i, j)
2

+ gy(i, j)
2

 , (1)

and the dominant gradient angle at each pixel can be es-
timated by

θ(i, j) � tan− 1 gy(i, j)

gx(i, j)
 . (2)

Using the gradient orientation obtained, discretize each cell
into angular bins. Each cell’s pixel contributes a weighted
gradient to its corresponding angular bin. Adjacent cells are
grouped into blocks in the spatial region, which forms the basis
for grouping and normalization of histograms.'e normalized

group of histograms represents the block histogram and the set
of these block histograms represents the descriptor.

In this work, HOGhas been applied to the face image using
[2× 2] block size and 14-cell size with 9-bin histogram per cell
resulting in the 1260-dimensional feature vector. 'e HOG
features provide us with the edge information of the face
images. 'e features for all training images are computed and
stored in the database. Feature vector comes from the result of
the multiplication of five cells per column multiplied by seven
cells per rowmultiplied by four blocks with 9 bins of histogram,
and the result is: FV HOG

⇀
� 1, 2, 3, . . . , 1260.

In terms of classification, there are several algorithms
used to perform classification such as CNN as the popular
one. However, a support vector machine (SVM) is selected
as it is a binary classification to train the model for
implementing this small machine learning problem, Because
it is just needed to predict whether the input tested image is
smiling or nonsmiling; at the same time, it has acceptable
results in terms of recognition rate. After SVM training, the
reference model of the SVM will be stored in the server and
used in the future for the prediction in real time. Let x
represent the input space. By some nonlinear mapping,
function φ is mapped into a feature space, b is basing, and w

is the weight vector as in

Y � f(x, w) � WTφ(x) + b. (3)

As illustrated in Figure 2, SVM can several samples into
two classes in case binary SVM mode, by the hyperplane
vector, which is decided after several attempts to stop at the
smallest targeted error. In Figure 2, there are two classes: the
first class exists if the result of w.x+ b ≥+1 and the second
class exists if the result of the calculation of w.x+ b ≤−1,
where the separated plane is w.x+ b� 0.

3.2. Phase Two. In terms of future predicting which is based
on the SVM model, it will be considered in phase two as
depicted in Figure 1. 'e operation is kicked off by reading a
real-time video and then capturing snapshot images, and the
same operation that has been conducted in phase one will be
applied to the snapshot image (tested image). Finally, pre-
dicting operation is applied by using SVM based on the
trained SVM model.

Accordingly, a control signal is generated and sent
through serial communication (USB) to the Arduino board
using Matlab Support Package. 'e Arduino Uno device is
demonstrated with little capacity and needs to add new
devices for communication via Wi-Fi. Moreover, the
NodeMCU platform has almost the same market value
(functions) of the Arduino Uno; besides, it has the Wi-Fi
feature internally.

While the Arduino board is not utilized as a final
controller for the servomotor, the control signal is sent again
serially from Arduino to the NodeMCU platform (trans-
mitter part) that supports wireless communication through
a web server. Such a device is used to make a wire-free
control system to increase portability, and hence various
technical applications for device control can be
implemented.
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'e programming process for the NodeMCU platform is
done using Arduino IDE software, where different libraries
and instructions are used to configure the transmitter node
to work as a server as elaborated in Figure 3(a). Once the
program is loaded, a power bank can be utilized to provide a
continuous power supply.

3.3. Phase0ree. 'e proposed system uses the Internet-of-
'ings (IoT) platform for communication, where the
transmitter and receiver can communicate with each other

using the built-in Wi-Fi, which is part of the NodeMCU
platform for a distance up to 100 meters. However, an access
point is used to cover a larger distance such as hospital
blocks, in case it required to broaden up the coverage area.

'e receiver part consists of the NodeMCU device,
which is connected to any terminal device, that is, servo
motor.

Depending on the connected terminal device, the re-
ceiver should be programmed to control the function of that
terminal. Many instructions are used to configure the op-
eration of the second node to work as a client as depicted in
Figure 3(b). 'e servo motor is connected to the NodeMCU
through a PWM pin, which is a digital pin. 'erefore, the
output either 0 or 5V. However, this pin can output in-
termediate voltage values between 0 and 5V.

'e communication between the two nodes is performed
by using the HTTP protocol exploiting the ESP8266.h li-
brary and the integrated development environment
Arduino_IDE.

'e hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) is an application
level in TCP/IP protocol for distributed, collaborative, hy-
permedia information systems [26]. Moreover, it can
transfer plain-text, hypertext, audio, images, and Internet-
accessible information. 'e client–server environment
means communication across a network between multiple
programs.'e client triggers the communication by sending
a request to the server.'eHTTP request is sent to the server
consisting of a query line, query header fields, and query
body as shown in Figure 4.

X1

X2

11

w→.x→ + b = 0

w→.x→ + b = -1 w→.x→ + b = 1

w→

Figure 2: Illustrating the SVM classes with their question types.
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Figure 1: Block diagram illustrates the methodology of the proposed work.
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4. Experiment

'e procedure of the experiment can be divided into two
parts: the first part is the machine learning operation by
preparing a suitable model to be dependent on it, in case of
classification for the future predication whether the face is
smiling or not. 'e second part is referring to the embedded
system operation by connecting and applying commands for
any device remotely based on the classifier decision.

In terms of the first part, machine leaning is performed by
using training and testing to the proposed model based on a
database, in which the GENT1-4k database is used. Here, we
have involved 1081 samples to train the model on smiling faces
and 919 image samples for nonsmiling faces, as explained in
Table 1, for training and testing information details.

'e classifier used in this paper is named support vector
machine (SVM), which has been used as a binary classifi-
cation as the negative and positive for nonsmiling and
smiling, respectively. In other words, the positive user is
referred to the (+1) class, while the negative class is referred
to as the (−1) class for both training and testing. 'e
threshold used here for deciding between the two classes is
(0) because it is an unbiased separation between −1 and +1
predicted scores.

'e experiment has been conducted according to the
following steps.

(1) 'e SVM training matrix is built consisting of im-
ages from 2162 individuals: 1081 image samples were
smiling, while 919 image samples were nonsmiling.
Each sample has several feature vectors which varied
based on the HOG setting; however, the best ac-
curacy is achieved when the feature vector length is
756 features. Accordingly, the training matrix size is
[2000 × 756] (756 features for each sample with 2000
samples (1081 + 919) for the trained reference
model).

(2) 'e performance is calculated for both FAR and FRR
errors.

(3) 'e performance of the result is calculated by
extracting the false accept rate (FAR) and the false
reject rate (FRR) for the proposed model, while the
testing matrix is built similar to the way and number
[2000 × 756] of the training matrix.

(4) 'e threshold that has been used is zero.
(5) FRR is calculated when the smiling tested samples

are recognized incorrectly by the system as

Setup network name and 
password 

Setup web server port 

Begin Wi-Fi connection 
and wait for client

Print local IP address and 
start web browser 

Include ESP8266 Wi-Fi
library

Send response code and 
context type 

Sending data to the client

(a)

Include 
ESP8266HTTPclient

Begin Wi-Fi connection 
and send the request

Get response from the 
server

Include ESP8266 Wi-Fi 
library

Filtering and mapping 
incoming data

Controlling the actuator

Setup network name and 
password 

(b)

Figure 3: 'e operational flow. (a) Transmitter node (server). (b) Receiver node (client).
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nonsmiling. 'erefore, each sample, which is in-
correctly recognized, will be increased by
1(FR � FR + 1), and the error rate of this error is
calculated as in

FRR �
FR
1081

× 100% . (4)

(6) Conversely, FAR is calculated when the nonsmiling
tested samples are recognized incorrectly by the
system as smiling, so that each sample is recognized
incorrectly and the counter will be increased by
1(FR � FR + 1) , and then, the error rate of this error
is calculated as in

FAR �
FA
919

× 100% (5)

(7) 'e accuracy of the system model is computed by
taking into consideration all individuals in the
GENKl-4K database, and an average of the 2000
individuals’ accuracy is computed by using

Useraccuracy% � 100 −
FRR + FAR

2
. (6)

'e parameters used in the SVM model are as follows:
the polynomial is the activation function and the ISDA
optimization algorithm is used for the training of selecting

the most suitable weights and biasing for the best separation
line between the two classes, smiling and nonsmiling.

It is worth mentioning that the percentage of the training
to the testing is 50% for training and 50% for testing from
this database. Also, another partitioning will be applied in
the research to measure the accuracy of the proposed rec-
ognizing system, which is using 10-fold cross-validation.'e
smiling samples are from 1 to 2162 and the nonsmiling
samples are from 2163 to 4000. 'en, applying this labeled
matrix to the 10-fold. Here, k-fold k� 10.'is partitioning is
performed randomly of the dataset, in which each fold will
have 400 random samples of both classes. It means that in
each round the trained model will be based on k–1 fold, and
the remaining fold will be used for validation.

5. Results and Discussion

In general, the result can be divided into two parts: in the
first part, the result is related to the training and testing of
the machine learning that consists of the feature extraction
HOG and classifier SVM. 'e second part of the result is
regarding the control of the remote embedded device based
on the trained model.

In terms of the first part, several experiments have been
conducted to get the best recognition rate by modifying
parameters of HOG and SVM as elaborated in the tables.

'e size of images of the detected face is considered two
sizes those used in the experiments as [100×100] pixels, and
second-type [80× 80] selection is based on the extensive
experiments that have been performed to ultimately agree on
these two sizes to give the best recognition rate. Moreover,
the parameter block size (bs) of HOG is fixed at two pixels
for all experiments. Now, by alternating the type of training
methodology of the SVM between least squares (LS) and
SMO, performance is selected based on the best recognition
rate.

'e learning algorithm (LS) is used, and the results are
shown in Table 2. It is clear that the best recognition rate is

Table 1: A number of sample images used for the smiling and
nonsmiling training reference models.

Image type Training number Testing number
Smiling 1081 919
Nonsmiling 1081 919
All 2162 1838

Handshake

HTTP server
Create a 

connection using 
(port 80).

Initiate connection

Wait for response

Read response

Close channel

Read request

Write response

Close private 

Waiting for client request

GET

Status and resources

End of file

HTTP client

Accept connection

Figure 4: Communication between the HTTP client and HTTP server [26].
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up to 88.6% among five conducted experiments, when the
feature vector length is 864, to get this feature length, HOG
(bs) is set at 2, and HOG cell size (cs) is set at 11 with an
image size of [100×100], and here, the confusion matrix is
also shown in Table 2, as the output 809 nonsmiling samples
are correctly recognized, while the nonsmiling samples that
are not recognized correctly are 110, out of the total 919
samples. Notwithstanding, the smiling samples used in the
testing, which is correctly recognized, is 963, while the
wrongly recognized smiling samples are 118 out of the total
1081 samples.

Moreover, experiments have been performed with an-
other learning algorithm, which is sequential minimal op-
timization (SMO), and the results are shown in Table 3. It is
clear that the best recognition rate was up to 88.6% (in
Experiment 3) among the five conducted experiments, when
the feature vector length is 864; to get this feature length,
HOG (bs) is set at 2, and HOG cell size (cs) is set at 11 with
an image size of [100×100]. 'e confusion matrix is also
shown in Table 3 for each experiment

'at means changing the learning algorithm type from
LS to SMO does not affect the recognition rate either
positively or negatively. However, there are some modifi-
cations in the extracted information such as the training and
testing time; the SMO learning algorithm is faster than LS
using the same feature vector length as shown in both Ta-
bles 2 and 3.

Now, to decrease the error rate as much as possible, one
of the discovered solutions is changing the detected face
image size to [80× 80] pixels, in which this size is used with
several experiments by exploiting the learning algorithm

SMO because it consumes less training and testing time as
shown in Table 4.

It is clear that the best recognition rate is achieved up to
88.9% among five conducted experiments, when the feature
vector length is 756, to get this feature length, HOG (bs) is set
at 2, and HOG-cell size (cs) is set at 9 with an image size of
[100×100], and here the confusion matrix is also shown in
Table 4, which has the output of 817 nonsmiling samples that
are correctly recognized, while the nonsmiling samples that
are not recognized correctly are 102, out of the total 919
samples. Notwithstanding, the smiling samples used in the
testing, which are correctly recognized, are 961, while the
wrongly recognized smiling samples are 120 out of the total
1081 samples. It is worth mentioning that decreasing the
image size leads to decreasing the trained time because the
feature represented vector for the image will be decreased as
well.'erefore, the trained time in this experiments is 3.2 sec
as listed in Table 4 for more details.

For the calculations of the experimental results of ex-
periment number two in Table 4, the FRR and FAR and the
overall accuracy are computed as (4)–(6), respectively.
According to the highest achievement of the testing, the
error for FRR� 11.1% detailed as in 120/1081∗100, and
FAR� 11.1% detailed as in 102/919∗100. 'e overall accu-
racy of the 2000 sample tested images is as follows:
100−(FRR+ FAR)/2, which is 88.9% as in Table 4.

As a result of the 10-fold of smiling versus nonsmiling,,
the accuracy is up to 89.2%. 'e training matrix is
[4000× 756], and the confusion matrix is as in Table 5.

In this experiment of Table 5, the training dataset is not
the same as the testing set in terms of the number of samples

Table 2: HOG and SVM optimized parameters for training and testing with the LS learning algorithm.

Exp. No. HOG-CS HOG-bs Image size Feature length/image Training time Testing time Accuracy ConMat

1 11 2 100 864 4.6 1.1 88.6000 809 110
118 963

2 7 2 100 2808 7.3 4.6 87.9000 801 118
124 957

3 9 2 100 1440 7.31 3.7 88.4500 808 111
120 961

4 13 2 100 432 5.3 0.3 87.7 802 117
129 952

5 15 2 100 360 6.40 0.4 88.20 807 112
124 957

Table 3: HOG and SVM optimized parameters for training and testing with the SMO.

Exp. No. HOG-CS HOG-bs Image size Feature length/image Training time Testing time Accuracy ConMat

1 7 2 100 2808 97.74 4.0 87.80 800 119
125 956

2 9 2 100 1440 92.01 2.5 88.45 808 111
120 961

3 11 2 100 864 3.32 0.5 88.60 809 110
118 963

4 13 2 100 432 3.2 0.5 87.70 801 118
128 953

5 15 2 100 360 2.95 0.3 88.10 806 113
125 956
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but according to the k-fold cross-validation. It selects ten-
fold, which means that each fold contains 400 samples
randomly taken as smiling and nonsmiling samples. 'e
algorithm of this cross-validation is to take k-1 fold to
training, and the remaining k-fold is used for the test; in
other words, here, 400 random samples have been used for
testing and 3600 samples were used for training. As a
percentage, 10% is used for testing and 90% for training.

'e second part of the results is about the control of the
remote embedded device based on the trained model. As
shown in Figure 5, there are two NodeMCUs left and right;
the right one represented the server node (transmitter part)
and was connected to the computer where the smiling/
nonsmiling detection occurs. 'e server node is responsible
for sending the control signal remotely.

'e left NodeMCU represents the client (receiver node),
where it receives the signal via Wi-Fi. As a result, when the
face is smiling, the motor will have a specific turn as a vertical
position. Here, the speed response of the motor depends on
the type of used NodeMCU and computers that are re-
sponsible for emotional detection to move the motor based
on the detected biosignal.

Similarly, as it is as illustrated in Figure 6 that the face is
nonsmiling, the motor has turned around its blades to the
horizontal position. 'e motor position is easily pro-
grammed to a required position based on the biosignal
detected from the server-side computer.

'is technique is applied to around 40 individuals at the
university by asking them to turn on or turn off the em-
bedded system (a motor in our case), by using their smiling
and nonsmiling faces in front of a video camera; all of them
could transfer their emotion to a signal that is controlling the
motor (see the video in the Supplementary Materials).
However, this experiment is required to perfect the illu-
mination of the room to control the lightness captured by
the camera, that is, white balancing. Experiments are per-
formed indoors as the scope of this technique, whereas it
could be performed outdoors, but it needs some image
processing tools to add white balancing.

Typically, deep neural networks perform better for most
tasks compared with SVM. However, CNN needs a high
hardware capability for processing such as multiprocessor
CPU; otherwise, it uses much more time and power con-
sumption, while SVM requires less time processing com-
pared with CNN, and this is very important especially that

the hypothesis of this research is applying the notion to
embedded system devices which are close to the light-
weighted devices. 'us, the lower processing time is highly
needed to work well in the real time. Another reason is that
SVM can be employed easier than a CNN for small pattern
recognition problems. 'e problem discussed here com-
prises of two classes (smiling and nonsmiling), and a SVM
works well with binary pattern recognition problems.

Table 4: HOG and SVM optimized parameters for training and testing with SMO.

Exp. No. HOG-CS HOG-bs Image size Feature length/image Training time Testing time Accuracy ConMat

1 7 2 80 1440 93.8 2 88.70 803 116
110 971

2 9 2 80 756 3.26 0.8 88.90 817 102
120 961

3 11 2 80 432 2.83 0.5 88.25 801 118
117 964

4 13 2 80 360 2.76 0.3 88.35 799 120
113 968

5 15 2 80 144 3.28 0.1 88.30 800 119
115 966

Table 5: Confusion matrix of the whole dataset recognition rate of
the two classes.

Predicted values
Total samples Non-smile Smile

Non-smile 1838 1612 226
Smile 2162 206 1956

Figure 5: Communication between the HTTP server (right PC)
and HTTP client (left PC); smiling state with the vertical motor
position.

Figure 6: Communication between the HTTP client (right PC) and
HTTP server (left PC); the nonsmiling state with the horizontal
motor position.
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However, CNN does not outperform other machine
learning classifiers in all cases, and this is determined
according to the feasibility of the case. For instance, a
comparison between SVM and CNN has been performed in
this paper [27] for the goal of waste separation. 'en, SVM
achieved a higher classification accuracy of 94.8% than CNN,
which achieved only 83%.

A similar approach has been implemented by Kamath et al.
as in [17], which is about automatic device control using four
biosignals of emotional recognition: sad, neutral, smiling, and
surprised, but here it is without any clear testing and percentages,
and no public database was used.However, our proposed system
is two biosignals implemented on a public dataset with a clear
explanation of the experiment and the accuracy results.

Another similar work as in [21], which used a multivariate
Gaussian classifier to train offline from one person’s surface
EMG (sEMG) signals comprising of four facial expressions:
neutral, smiling, frowning, and wrinkled nose to control re-
mote devices. However, this type of emotional recognition is
expensive compared with the notion of this paper, which
depended on the facial image processing method as well as
normal traditional camera for inputting the data stream.

6. Conclusion

Facial emotional recognition can be used to control any
embedded system devices of different life sectors. 'e rec-
ognition must be performed in real time to send remotely to
control the device which is connected by the Internet as IoT.
In other words, smiling and nonsmiling, which are in a turn
called biosignals, could be exploited to control the remote
device.'e benefit here constitutes several applications, such
as protection from any contagion disease by removing the
touching control from life, especially some kind of disease
that causes pandemic risk, for instance, coronaviruses.
Technically, the operation is performed by dividing the work
into two parts, which are machine learning by using pre-
processing, HOG and SVM, and then handling the extracted
signal to the embedded device to control any desired devices.
'ese devices might be remotely located or nearby the
person according to the application, but in any case, the
control is performed in an untouched manner. 'e exper-
iment is applied to 40 persons. Remarkably, all persona
could use their face to turn the motor vertically or hori-
zontally based on their face by smiling or not. In future work,
emotional recognition might be boarded to more than two
signals for having better controllability and flexibility in the
control.

Data Availability

A 4,000-image subset of the Public GENKl-4K database is
available at http:// mplab.ucsd.edu.
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